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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • This instant classic explores how we can change our lives by changing our habits. NAMED
ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Wall Street Journal • Financial Times In The Power of Habit, award-winning
business reporter Charles Duhigg takes us to the thrilling edge of scientific discoveries that explain why habits exist and how they
can be changed. Distilling vast amounts of information into engrossing narratives that take us from the boardrooms of Procter &
Gamble to the sidelines of the NFL to the front lines of the civil rights movement, Duhigg presents a whole new understanding of
human nature and its potential. At its core, The Power of Habit contains an exhilarating argument: The key to exercising regularly,
losing weight, being more productive, and achieving success is understanding how habits work. As Duhigg shows, by harnessing
this new science, we can transform our businesses, our communities, and our lives. With a new Afterword by the author “Sharp,
provocative, and useful.”—Jim Collins “Few [books] become essential manuals for business and living. The Power of Habit is an
exception. Charles Duhigg not only explains how habits are formed but how to kick bad ones and hang on to the good.”—Financial
Times “A flat-out great read.”—David Allen, bestselling author of Getting Things Done: The Art of Stress-Free Productivity “You’ll
never look at yourself, your organization, or your world quite the same way.”—Daniel H. Pink, bestselling author of Drive and A
Whole New Mind “Entertaining . . . enjoyable . . . fascinating . . . a serious look at the science of habit formation and change.”—The
New York Times Book Review
Welcome to the wonderful world of Pot Limit Omaha! With four hole cards instead of two, PLO is a far more nuanced game than
No-Limit Hold’em and one that emphatically rewards greater skill. This makes it a very profitable game for serious players –
especially when playing at the small stakes where recreational players consistently make expensive preflop and postflop mistakes.
Mastering Small Stakes Pot-Limit Omaha is a thoroughly comprehensive guide that will give you all the tools you need to gain a
huge edge at lower stakes play. Fernando "JNandez" Habegger is a successful high stakes professional player and leading PLO
coach with his own training site at PLOMastermind.com. He has trained hundreds of players to become successful at PLO. In
Mastering Small Stakes Pot-Limit Omaha, preflop play is broken down by identifying nine different hand categories and analysing
how hands within each of them are handled preflop. Postflop analysis is based around the powerful technique of the Four Pillars of
Postflop Play. The combination of these two creates a powerful gameplan that constitutes a fast track route to domination at the
lower stakes. Further topics include adjusting to live play, PLO tournaments, building the right improvement habits, dealing with
variance, and managing your PLO bankroll.
DUTCH BOYD is a three-time World Series of Poker bracelet winner who has won and lost millions. Read his amazing true story
of the sky highs and cavernous lows living the life of a professional poker player, and his struggle to hang on to his bankroll and
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his sanity.
Current Ornithology publishes authoritative, up-to-date, scholarly reviews of topics selected from the full range of current research
in avian biology. Topics cover the spectrum from the molecular level of organization to population biology and community ecology.
The series seeks especially to review (1) fields in which an abundant recent literature will benefit from synthesis and organization,
or (2) newly emerging fields that are gaining recognition as the result of recent discoveries or shifts in perspective, or (3) fields in
which students of vertebrates may benefit from comparisons of birds with other classes. All chapters are invited, and authors are
chosen for their leadership in the subjects under review.
Excelling at Tough No-Limit Hold'em Games is a must-have if you have ambitions to move up the stakes. Renowned poker player
and leading coach Jonathan Little brings together 10 No-Limit experts to provide cutting-edge information for the keen student. All
the authors are established content producers at pocarr.com, the prominent coaching and backing company. Pocarr has helped
numerous players to climb the poker ladder and succeed at the highest levels in events such as the Pokerstars WCOOP (World
Championship of Online Poker) and SCOOP (Spring Championship of Online Poker) events. Success beyond the lower stakes
demands a highly specific skill set and Excelling at Tough No-Limit Hold'em Games will show you how to develop that skill set.
Topics include: - Quick tips for beating the low stakes games- When to continuation bet- Defending against continuation betsFundamental poker math- Basic ICM (Independent Chip Model) and advanced ICM- Short stack adjustments and deep stack
adjustments- Maximally efficient HUD (Heads-up Display) set-ups for online play Excelling at Tough No-Limit Hold'em Games is
the essential guide for anyone who is serious about wanting to succeed at the high stakes and make a significant income from
poker.
Imagine the edge you would have if you could consistently play poker in the zone. In the zone you make all the right decisions,
instinctively when to bluff, and are unfazed by a losing hand. You’re locked in and feel unbeatable. It’s shocking how many poker
players stumble into this elusive state of mind. As quickly as that euphoric feeling of invincibility arrives, it's gone. And no matter
how hard they try, they can’t get back there. Until now. In The Mental Game of Poker 2, author and renowned poker mental game
coach Jared Tendler breaks down the zone and delivers actionable steps to help players get there consistently. He demystifies the
zone, and for the first time, brings logic and order to this previously misunderstood concept. This book provides proven strategies
to: • Play poker longer and across more online tables. • Improve decision making. • Learn faster. • Eliminate C-game mistakes. •
Increase focus and discipline. The Mental Game of Poker 2 expands on the psychological strategies and theories from Tendler's
groundbreaking book, The Mental Game of Poker, which cracked the code on managing tilt and has helped thousands of players
eliminate mental leaks from their games. Like the first book, The Mental Game of Poker 2 is a must have resource for every poker
player who is serious about improving.
"Now, for the millions of poker players who know the basics, but do not fully understand the logic and principles of skillful play,
here is a serious, comprehensive guide that shows how to think like a professional poker player"--Page 4 of cover.
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Beyond statistics, beyond whether to raise, call, or fold, Elements of Poker reveals a new world of profitability for your bankroll and
your life. You know tilt costs you money, but do you know how to make it go away? You know position is important, but do you
know how to cash in that knowledge? Elements of Poker will teach you all of this and much more. Published in 2007, Elements of
poker has been extremely well-received by the poker community for its fresh perspective, grand scope, humor, insight, and tilt
reduction teachings. Tommy Angelo is a top tier poker coach, poker writer, and philosopher. Join professional, winning poker
players like Phil Galfond, Ed Miller, Simon Munz, Lee Jones, and David Benefield in reading the book that Jay Rosenkrantz calls
the best poker book ever.

One of the ten greatest books written on poker, this must-have book should be in every player's library. If you're serious
about winning, you'll realize that most of the profit comes from being able to read your opponents. Caro reveals the the
secrets of interpreting tells-physical reactions that reveal information about a player's cards-such as shrugs, sighs, shaky
hands, eye contact, and many more. Learn when opponents are bluffing, when they aren't and why-based solely on their
mannerisms. Over 170 photos of players in action and play-by-play examples show the actual tells. These powerful ideas
will give you the decisive edge.
Reproduction of the original: Southern Horrors: Lynch Law in All Its Phases by Ida B. Wells-Barnett
The national best-selling biographer of the lives of Condoeeza Rice and Laura Bush depicts the life of the first Latina and
third woman ever appointed to the Supreme Court, Sonia Sotomayor, from her South Bronx childhood through her legal
career. Reprint.
An account of the Flint water crisis shows that Flint's struggle for safe and affordable water is part of a broader struggle
for democracy. When Flint, Michigan, changed its source of municipal water from Lake Huron to the Flint River, Flint
residents were repeatedly assured that the water was of the highest quality. At the switchover ceremony, the mayor and
other officials performed a celebratory toast, declaring “Here's to Flint!” and downing glasses of freshly treated water.
But as we now know, the water coming out of residents' taps harbored a variety of contaminants, including high levels of
lead. In Flint Fights Back, Benjamin Pauli examines the water crisis and the political activism that it inspired, arguing that
Flint's struggle for safe and affordable water was part of a broader struggle for democracy. Pauli connects Flint's water
activism with the ongoing movement protesting the state of Michigan's policy of replacing elected officials in financially
troubled cities like Flint and Detroit with appointed “emergency managers.” Pauli distinguishes the political narrative of
the water crisis from the historical and technical narratives, showing that Flint activists' emphasis on democracy helped
them to overcome some of the limitations of standard environmental justice frameworks. He discusses the prodemocracy (anti–emergency manager) movement and traces the rise of the “water warriors”; describes the
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uncompromising activist culture that developed out of the experience of being dismissed and disparaged by officials; and
examines the interplay of activism and scientific expertise. Finally, he explores efforts by activists to expand the struggle
for water justice and to organize newly mobilized residents into a movement for a radically democratic Flint.
Excelling at Tough No-Limit Hold'em Games is a must-have if you have ambitions to move up the stakes. Renowned
poker player and leading coach Jonathan Little brings together ten No-Limit experts to provide cutting-edge information
for the keen student. All the authors are established coaches for pocarr.com, the prominent backing company. Pocarr
has helped numerous players to climb the poker ladder and succeed at the highest levels in events such as the WCOOP
(World Championship of Online Poker) and SCOOP (Spring Championship of Online Poker). Success beyond the lower
stakes demands a highly specific skill set. Excelling at Tough No-Limit Hold'em Games will show you how to develop this
skill set so you can rise to the top of the game. Topics include: * Quick tips for beating the low stakes games * Adjusting
your preflop strategy * When to c-bet (continuation bet) * How to defend against c-bets * Navigating multi-way pots *
Basic ICM (Independent Chip Model) and advanced ICM * Medium stacked final table strategies * Strategies to crush live
poker Excelling at Tough No-Limit Hold'em Games is the essential guide for anyone who is serious about wanting to
succeed at the high stakes and make a significant income from poker.
Why do some poker players become immensely successful while others fall by the wayside?What is it that separates the
successes from the failures?Is there a magic formula? Over the last 12 years, Lance Bradley has been one of poker’s
leading journalists and now finds himself at the helm of PocketFives.com as President and Editor-in-Chief. During his
time covering the poker world, Bradley has interviewed hundreds, if not thousands, of the world’s best players. This
experience has revealed one fascinating trend; contrary to what might be expected, there is no single guaranteed path to
success. Each and every poker player featured in The Pursuit of Poker Success has taken their own route to becoming
one of the world’s best players. The players interviewed for this book include World Series of Poker bracelet winners,
World Poker Tour champions, online poker wizards and some of the best cash game players on the planet. Bradley
spoke to each player about the way in which they found success in a game that can be humbling for so many. What
worked for them can work for you.
The New York Times bestseller! A New York Times Notable Book “The tale of how Konnikova followed a story about
poker players and wound up becoming a story herself will have you riveted, first as you learn about her big winnings, and
then as she conveys the lessons she learned both about human nature and herself.” —The Washington Post It's true that
Maria Konnikova had never actually played poker before and didn't even know the rules when she approached Erik
Seidel, Poker Hall of Fame inductee and winner of tens of millions of dollars in earnings, and convinced him to be her
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mentor. But she knew her man: a famously thoughtful and broad-minded player, he was intrigued by her pitch that she
wasn't interested in making money so much as learning about life. She had faced a stretch of personal bad luck, and her
reflections on the role of chance had led her to a giant of game theory, who pointed her to poker as the ultimate master
class in learning to distinguish between what can be controlled and what can't. And she certainly brought something to
the table, including a Ph.D. in psychology and an acclaimed and growing body of work on human behavior and how to
hack it. So Seidel was in, and soon she was down the rabbit hole with him, into the wild, fiercely competitive,
overwhelmingly masculine world of high-stakes Texas Hold'em, their initial end point the following year's World Series of
Poker. But then something extraordinary happened. Under Seidel's guidance, Konnikova did have many epiphanies
about life that derived from her new pursuit, including how to better read, not just her opponents but far more importantly
herself; how to identify what tilted her into an emotional state that got in the way of good decisions; and how to get to a
place where she could accept luck for what it was, and what it wasn't. But she also began to win. And win. In a little over
a year, she began making earnest money from tournaments, ultimately totaling hundreds of thousands of dollars. She
won a major title, got a sponsor, and got used to being on television, and to headlines like "How one writer's book deal
turned her into a professional poker player." She even learned to like Las Vegas. But in the end, Maria Konnikova is a
writer and student of human behavior, and ultimately the point was to render her incredible journey into a container for its
invaluable lessons. The biggest bluff of all, she learned, is that skill is enough. Bad cards will come our way, but keeping
our focus on how we play them and not on the outcome will keep us moving through many a dark patch, until the luck
once again breaks our way.
Love poker but looking for a change from endless No-Limit Hold’em? Take up mixed games! Mixed games are becoming
more and more popular. The World Series of Poker features events such as Omaha 8-or-Better, Deuce to Seven Triple
Draw, Razz, Stud High and Stud 8-or-Better – all of which are covered in detail in this book. There are also formats such
as Dealer’s Choice, H.O.R.S.E., and 8-game, which require expertise in many of these games. Dylan Linde is a
professional poker player and mixed games expert. In Mastering Mixed Games he gives a thorough introduction to each
variant, explaining the rules and basic strategy before moving on to discuss advanced concepts. With this book you will
specifically learn: * solid pre-flop ranges and hand strategies * how to apply generic concepts to each individual game *
how to recognise and exploit your opponents’ tendencies The basic themes of poker apply to all games and learning a
new variant is, essentially, just understanding how to value new ranges in a new game. Mastering Mixed Games will
enable you to join the whole new generation of players who are exploring the weird and wonderful world of mixed game
poker.
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This new, expanded, fully updated and revised, edition of 'Secrets of Professional Tournament Poker' is a landmark in poker publishing.
Originally published in two volumes in 2011 and 2012 this was both a critical and commercial success. Over the last decade, the
understanding of poker has changed dramatically and this new edition fully reflects current thinking on the game. This book will give readers
a thorough understanding of everything they need to know about playing tournaments and Jonathan Little is undoubtedly the person best
qualified to impart this information. The book is split into seven sections: 1) How Tournaments Work –This explains why tournaments are a
highly profitable form of poker and examines the basic concepts that need to be mastered. 2) Playing Deep Stacked –This deals with
situations where (most) players have stacks of 50 big blinds or more. All situations are dealt with including pre-flop and all three post-flop
streets. There is further information on general topics at this stack depth. 3) Playing Mid Stacked –This deals with situations where the basic
stack depth is between 27 and 50 big blinds. These situations are tricky because with the shorter stack, players are often going all-in. This
means that very clear adjustments are required compared to the deeper stack strategies. 4) Playing Short Stacked –This section focuses on
play below 27 big blinds. Now play is almost exclusively focused on the possiblity of players going all-in. Knowing the correct ranges and
plays here is vital to maximise your chances for tournament survival. 5) The Late Stages –As the prospect of serious prize money looms,
huge adjustments need to be made. How to play on the bubble and concepts such as risk premium and the Independent Chip Model are
fundamental to maximising your chance of landing a major prize and they are all thoroughly explained. 6) Hand Examples –This will test your
understanding of everything you have learnt so far. 7) Other Considerations –You can improve your tournament results by also working on
your general attitude and approach. This section encompasses all the non-technical aspects of playing, including learning, the mental
approach, tells and practical tips. Jonathan Little has dedicated himself to educating players who are keen to improve their poker strategy,
and in 2020, he was awarded the prestigious title of Global Poker Index “Poker Personality of the Year” – voted for by the poker-playing
public. As well as being an immensely successful professional player with over $7,000,000 in live tournament cashes, Jonathan runs the
highly respected coaching site pokercoaching.com. By interacting regularly with his students, he has developed a clear understanding of how
to explain important concepts in a language that can be easily understood by players of all skill levels. The result is Secrets of Professional
Tournament Poker – the definitive guide to modern tournament play.
Think game theory is abstract and incomprehensible? Think again! Play Optimal Poker shatters the myth that game theory is only for elite
poker players. Renowned poker pro and coach Andrew Brokos takes you step-by-step through the fundamentals, explaining core game
theory principles and how to apply them in real poker situations. Whether you play small stakes or high stakes, cash games or tournaments,
Play Optimal Poker provides powerful new tools to help you navigate tricky situations, hold your own against the toughest competition, and
exploit common mistakes. Once you understand the fundamentals of game theory, you'll approach the poker table with the confidence to
handle anything the game can throw at you. You will learn how to: Use powerful game theory concepts like equilibrium and indifference Apply
game theory principles to everyday poker decisions Build polarized and condensed ranges Profit from both aggression and passivity
Manipulate your ranges to exploit common mistakes Hold your own against world-class opponents Andrew Brokos has been a professional
poker player for more than fifteen years, with hundreds of thousands in cash game winnings, final tables in major online tournament series,
and three Top 100 finishes in the World Series of Poker Main Event. As a coach and host of the popular Thinking Poker Podcast, Andrew is
widely regarded for his ability to explain complex concepts in terms anyone can understand. "Working with Andrew instantly leveled up my
game, but more importantly it gave me a great foundation on which to build my skills over time by learning to think about the game in the right
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way. As a rec player the work we did has really had a positive impact on my life because I just get a lot more joy out of poker now that I'm
winning much more consistently and moving up the stakes." -Michael S., poker coaching student "There's just a ton of useful stuff here. I'm
already starting to think... OK, every hand that I play, I need to be thinking about what hands out of my range am I bluffing here?" -Eric L.,
lawyer and "serious amateur" poker player
Moorman's Book of PokerImprove your poker game with Moorman1, the most successful online poker tournament player in historyD&B
Publishing
In 1942, a dashing young man who liked nothing so much as a heated game of poker, a good bottle of scotch, and the company of a pretty
girl hopped a merchant ship to England. He was Robert Capa, the brilliant and daring photojournalist, and Collier’s magazine had put him on
assignment to photograph the war raging in Europe. In these pages, Capa recounts his terrifying journey through the darkest battles of World
War II and shares his memories of the men and women of the Allied forces who befriended, amused, and captivated him along the way. His
photographs are masterpieces — John G. Morris, Magnum Photos’ first executive editor, called Capa “the century’s greatest battlefield
photographer” — and his writing is by turns riotously funny and deeply moving. From Sicily to London, Normandy to Algiers, Capa
experienced some of the most trying conditions imaginable, yet his compassion and wit shine on every page of this book. Charming and
profound, Slightly Out of Focus is a marvelous memoir told in words and pictures by an extraordinary man.—Print Ed.
Tournament poker is very different from standard ring game poker. While they might appear the same from a distance, there are many
differences in proper strategy that are often unknown to many experienced cash game players. Some people excel at tournament poker. This
is not luck. These are players who have an advanced understanding of what the proper strategy adjustments are, and when they come into
play. It is no coincidence that the same competitors make it to final tables far more than their fair share. This book explains tournament
strategies that only a small number of players have mastered. It assumes you already know how to play poker well, but aren't knowledgeable
of tournament-specific concepts and when and where to use them. Some of the ideas discussed include: the effect of going broke, the Gap
Concept, how chips change value, adjusting strategy to rising stakes, all-in strategy, final table play, making deals, the "System," focusing on
weaker opponents, unusual plays with aces and kings, moving in against the blind, and much more. This newly-expanded version contains
over 100 new pages of updated material dedicated almost entirely to today's most popular form of tournament poker: no-limit hold 'em.
Written by leaders in the addictions field, 100 authors from six countries, this handbook is a thoroughly comprehensive resource.
Philosophical and legal issues are addressed, while conceptual underpinnings are provided through explanations of appetitive motivation,
incentive sensitization, reward deficiency, and behavioral economics theories. Major clinical and research methods are clearly mapped out
(e.g. MRI, behavioral economics, interview assessments, and qualitative approaches), outlining their strengths and weaknesses, giving the
reader the tools needed to guide their research and practice aims. The etiology of addiction at various levels of analysis is discussed,
including neurobiology, cognition, groups, culture, and environment, which simultaneously lays out the foundations and high-level discourse
to serve both novice and expert researchers and clinicians. Importantly, the volume explores the prevention and treatment of such addictions
as alcohol, tobacco, novel drugs, food, gambling, sex, work, shopping, the internet, and several seldom-investigated behaviors (e.g. love,
tanning, or exercise).
Provides information on common poker tells and gives a mental framework for analyzing and remembering that behavior.
"The Kill Phil" strategy remains highly effective when used in confrontations with even the world's best players, but tournament play is
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evolving. This edition reflects the new trends in tournament poker by refining the use of the all-in move and providing adaptations that take
into account the new style of hyper-aggressive play.
Every poker player prays for that perfect hand, but it rarely comes. Instead, the best poker players know how to identify when their luck has
turned and how to make the most of every moment. This mind-set is essential for poker and other tournament champions. But how do you
develop the mental control to play poker with foresight and clarity? In Poker Genius, you can learn from a mind coach who's worked with
some of the world's most renowned poker champions, including Chris Moorman, the author of the book's foreword. Dr. Stephen Simpson has
spent his career helping players cultivate the mental abilities needed to win. Using science, psychology, and philosophy, he has created
techniques to maximize a player's luck, confidence, and skill. Dr. Simpson is now sharing his seven secrets of success with readers! In Poker
Genius, he explains the secrets in detail and includes review questions designed to help you retain knowledge and tailor the techniques to fit
your goals and abilities. With the assistance of this intuitive, easy guide, readers of all levels, from novice to professional, can become better,
more focused poker players.
Excelling at No-Limit Hold'em is a sensation in poker publishing. Renowned poker professional and author Jonathan Little brings together 17
of the greatest no-limit experts in the world to discuss all aspects of the game. These experts include superstars such as Phil Hellmuth, Chris
Moneymaker, Mike Sexton and Jared Tendler. In Part 1 strategies are analysed for topics such as understanding the fundamentals, satellite
play, lower-buy in events, analysing tells and moving up in stakes Part 2 sees a thorough technical breakdown of the game including sections
on range analysis, game theory optimal play, short stack strategies, value betting and final table play. As any serious poker will confirm, the
technical side is only half the battle and so Part 3 deals with mental toughness, psychology and understanding tilt. Excelling at No-Limit
Hold‘em provides all the tools that an aspiring player needs to understand no-limit hold‘em. It is a must buy for anyone who is serious about
wanting to improve their poker.
Use the proven 3QL system and discover how to use self-hypnosis to be a better golfer and find the Zone. Enjoy a lot more confidence off the
course too.
Part of the 'Penguin Active Reading' series, this book provides a range of integrated activities designed to develop reading skills and
consolidate vocabulary, and offers personalised project work.
An insider's guide to all the best tips and tricks for a foolproof poker strategy from the professions of Full Tilt Poker. The professionals of Full
Tilt Poker include the best and most famous poker players in the world. Their accomplishments are unparalleled, with countless World Series
of Poker and World Poker Tour championships to their names and well in excess of $100 million in winnings in private games. Now, this
group of poker legends has banded together to create THE FULL TILT POKER STRATEGY GUIDE, which will stand as an instant classic of
the genre and is sure to become the industry standard.
Chris Moorman, who plays as Moorman1, is the most successful online poker tournament player in history. · no. 1 online player in the world ·
Leads the industry with more than $10 million in online cashes · Almost $4 million live cashes on tournament circuit · Placed in the top three
in online tournaments 566 times to date Chris analyses over 100 tournament hand histories played by co-author Byron Jacobs – a typical midstakes player. The adoption of a coaching format in these pages allows Chris to explain in clear detail exactly what is needed to advance to
the next level of expertise. The key to great play, and where really strong players excel, is hand reading. This concept is emphasized
continuously throughout the book, with examples and explanations. Chris, known as Moorman1 online, is the most accomplished online
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poker player of all-time, becoming the first player ever to achieve the $10 Million milestone in lifetime online tournament winnings on
PocketFives. Moorman has transcended from online poker easily to live poker with huge success as well. To date, he has been ranked in the
Global Poker Index Top 10, achieved almost $4 million in live tournament winnings, while amassing plenty of cashes and final tables along
the way. Chris Moorman has been featured on televised final tables many times.
This classic book is considered by the pros to be the best book ever written on poker! Jam-packed with advanced strategies, theories, tactics
and money-making techniques no serious poker player can afford to be without this hard-hitting information. Includes fifty pages of the most
precise poker statistics ever published. Features chapters written by pokers biggest superstars, such as Dave Sklansky, Mike Caro, Chip
Reese, Bobby Baldwin, and Doyle two world champions and three master theorists. Essential strategies, advanced play, and no-nonsense
winning advice on making money at 7-card stud (razz, high-low split, cards speak, and declare), draw poker, lowball, and hold'em (limit and
no-limit).This is a must-read. 605 pages
Poker Math Is Easy to Learn Poker math is a vitally important aspect to No Limit Holdem poker, but it is often overlooked or simply not used
because many poker players fear it is too difficult to learn. I'm here to tell you it is not. In fact, fundamental poker math is very easy to learn.
More importantly, it can yield you a lot more profits at the poker table. Without using simple math at the poker table, you are simply playing a
guessing game. Use Simple Math at the Poker Table and Increase You Winnings In this book I will teach you how to use simple arithmetic at
the poker table to gain a huge skill advantage over your opponents that will allow you to win more and lose less. Poker players that don't use
math are simply guessing and you'll learn to no longer guess and know the right mathematical move at the poker table. These simple
mathematical concepts I will be teaching you will drastically help improve your poker game and allow you to make the most profitable
decisions at the poker. Contents and Overview First you will be introduced to some fundamental overarching poker concepts that apply to
poker mathematics. Then we will begin our journey into poker mathematics where you will learn about probabilities and odds, pot odds and
implied odds, pot equity, and expected value. You will then learn how to quickly estimate your equity at the poker table using the Rule of 2 &
4. Moreover, you'll learn the steps involved in determining if calling with a drawing hand is profitable or not. We will also cover how to size
your bets with the best hand and teach you how often bluffs and hero calls need to work to be profitable. Lastly, we will show you how to
perform EV calculations and better understand card combinations. Effectively Understand and Utilize Essential Poker Math Develop a keen
understanding of Probability and Odds Learn to quickly calculate Pot Odds & Implied Odds at the poker table Effectively use Pot Equity & The
Rule of 2 & 4 to Determine the correct poker play Understand how to use Expected Value (EV) both on and off the table to analyze your plays
Learn the important math behind Bluffs & Hero Calls to give you a skill advantage over your opponent Learn Card Combinations to further
enhance your card reading abilities And Many More Amazing Topics... What You Will Get out of This Book Suitable for both beginning and
experienced poker players alike you'll learn many essential fundamental poker mathematical concepts that will help you drastically improve
your poker game. After reading this book, you will have mastered fundamental No Limit Holdem mathematics. You will have gained a huge
skill advantage over your opponents and you will be able to quickly and effectively use math at the poker table to make are always the most
profitable move. Most importantly, you will become a much better and profitable poker player! So what are you waiting for? Purchase this
book today to start learning how to advance your poker game with simple poker math!

Everyone wants to be lucky, but most think it's impossible that they ever will. Best-selling author Dr. Stephen Simpson begs to
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differ-in Get Lucky Now!, he reveals seven secrets that, when followed, lead to abundant health, wealth, and happiness. The
process begins with clearly identifying your goals and determining what you truly want from life. As you learn how to sift through
your inner chaos and look at yourself and your life with new eyes, you will also start to recognize the opportunities that are all
around you. Building on theories by Carl Jung and Albert Einstein, Dr. Simpson presents several surprisingly simple strategies that
help you quiet the clamor of today's information onslaught and focus on what's most important at any given moment so that when
luck comes your way-and it will-you don't miss it. If you're trying to figure out your next step, Get Lucky Now! can help you open
the door to good fortune and set you on the path to becoming one of the lucky ones.
Chris Moorman is the most successful online poker tournament player in history. * Leads the industry with more than $11 million in
online cashes * Excels on the tournament circuit with over $4 million in live cashes * Placed in the top three in online tournaments
651 times to date Many strong poker players have written books explaining their thought processes. However, players at the lowto mid-stakes who want to advance to the highest levels find the leap a daunting one. Chris, through years of hard work, has
achieved this advance and now wants to help you do the same. Moorman’s Book of Poker has a unique approach. Chris analyzes
80 tournament hand histories played by co-author Byron Jacobs – a typical mid-stakes player. The adoption of a coaching format
allows Chris to explain in clear detail exactly what is needed to progress to the next level of expertise.
Provides poker strategies for every phase of tournament play, covering the early phase where the stakes are small to later tactics
such as bluffing, flops, scare cards, playing shorthanded, loose games, and endgame play.
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color: windowtext; font-family: "Times New Roman"; } For beginning and novice players who want to play and win at Texas
hold'em'95% of the card-playing market'this is the perfect antidote. The book is designed for those players who want to learn 'right
now' and enjoy instant success at the tables. Fifty quick sections focus on key winning concepts, making learning both easy and
fast.
Modern Poker Theory is a comprehensive, rigorous guide to the most important aspects of No-Limit Hold’em. It is based around
an in-depth examination of what is meant by game theory optimal play (GTO) and how it can be applied at the table.
Understanding GTO is fundamental to being able to make accurate poker decisions and being able to exploit players who don’t.
Modern Poker Theory uses modern poker tools to develop a systematic approach to the analysis of GTO. It organizes the ideas
and concepts in an intuitive manner that is totally focused to practical applications. Next time you are at a table some of the
players will have studied Modern Poker Theory and some won’t. The players who have studied Modern Poker Theory will, without
doubt, have a better theoretical and practical understanding of No-Limit Hold’em. They will be the favourites in the game. Make
sure you are one of them. Michael Acevedo, one of the world’s leading poker theorists, is a game theory expert who is renowned
for creating cutting-edge content for the world’s leading players. The production of Modern Poker Theory is the culmination of
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many thousands of hours of his research work with the most advanced poker software tools available. It is poker theory for the
21st century.
In the highly fluid and fast-changing tournament-pokeruniverse, the dominant trend is toward looser and moreaggressive (LAG)
play, in which players move chips aroundat dizzying speeds. The Raiser's Edge shows you how toadapt to the current state of all
stages of tournamentplay, analysing how and why the LAG and hyper-LAG styleswork, ......
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